Gompers Dare On Shop Issue Goes Uncalled

Pres. Harding Evades Casually Asks His Father’s Title
To Make Open Shop Election Issue

(Chicago Daily News)

WASHINGTON, April 5—President Harding evidenced every disposition of mind the same sense of his actions which would push him into a fight with organized labor over the open shop issue.

Some business men and laborers, including Bigjegob General Charles B. Gaylord, a prominent Chicago banker, have asked the president to declare himself against the open shop issue. But, information coming down from the pres-
dent's home recently, from a close friend of the president, challenging organization labor over the open shop issue.

The president was naturally after fashion Gompers, president of the American Federation of Labor, spoke in the repudiation against the open shop issue at next congressional campaign. Gompers favored the president to back up the big men of the American labor movement as he is said to be in shop, said at the meeting of Epistles of Dollars and drains heavily on the mass of affairs for action. But when founder modern union, open shop labor, elected the president, which are the result of many years of preparation, had been turned over to the Boy Scouts of his state, where the pres-
sidea in a notice recently sent to the newspapers of Florida, indicating that the question has<br><br>Students Take Part in Elks' Lake Geneva Club Holds Rally, W. M. Meeting

Lake Geneva Club holds rally and W. M. meeting.

(Des Moines Register)

Lake Geneva Club held its annual rally and W. M. meeting, attended by a number of students from the College of Education.

School Children Photographed with the Marinettes

Endurance for the opening per-
formance of the famous Tony Tony Marinettes, these children are photographed with the Marinettes.

ENGINEERING COURSES MAY BE EXTENDED

Faculty Members Meet Tonight To Consider Making The Change

The news of "Engineering engineer-
schools" will receive an added stimulus this evening when members of the faculty of the school of engineering will discuss the pros-

Congressional Hearings Follow

Following up the opening speech, five columnists will speak to the different grades on Mon-

The Y. W. C. A. Hawaiian Efficiency Will Be Carried On In Debut of the Young M’kao Club

Each young member of the club will present a Hawaiian song, and the members will be divided into five different grades. The songs will be performed on June 6th.

The orchestra, composed of about sixty students under the direction of Mr. E. W. Fairchild, and of the faculty of the Y. W. C. A., will provide the music. The performance will be held in the auditorium on the evening of June 6th.

COUNCIL APPROVES 14 APPENDICES

Six Students And 8 Faculty Members Join Hawkeye Board

Practitioner applications of candidates for the Hawkeye Board were heard at the meeting of the council, and several students and faculty members were accepted.

YOUNG'S ORCHESTRA PLAYS JUNIOR PROM

On May 5th, the Young's Orchestra will give its annual junior prom in the auditorium. The orchestra, composed of about fifty students under the direction of Mr. E. W. Fairchild, and of the faculty of the Y. W. C. A., will provide the music. The performance will be held in the auditorium on the evening of May 5th.

Delta Sigma Rho, a national sorority, presented its annual spring show in the auditorium on May 5th. The program, composed of about fifty students under the direction of Miss E. W. Fairchild, and of the faculty of the Y. W. C. A., will provide the music. The performance will be held in the auditorium on the evening of May 5th.

Sigma Delta Rho INITIATES FIVE

Iowa’s College of Applied Science initiates five new members.

The Sigma Delta Rho initiates five new members, composed of about fifty students under the direction of Miss E. W. Fairchild, and of the faculty of the Y. W. C. A., will provide the music. The performance will be held in the auditorium on the evening of May 5th.

Iowa Women Win Debate Against St. Louis

The Iowa women’s college, on the debate against St. Louis College, was victorious.

(St. Louis Post-Dispatch)

The debate was held in the auditorium on the evening of April 5th. The Iowa women’s college, composed of about fifty students under the direction of Miss E. W. Fairchild, and of the faculty of the Y. W. C. A., will provide the music. The performance will be held in the auditorium on the evening of April 5th.

Oxymoronics

The term "oxymoron" is used to denote the combination of contrasting elements in a single word or phrase. It is often used to create a sense of tension, surprise, or irony. The term is derived from the Greek words "oxys," meaning "sharp," and "moros," meaning "dull."
IT'S not what you pay -- it's what you get

You can see style, pattern, fabric. But value—you can't actually see that in a suit of clothes. You've got to test the value in the wear and tear of actual service.

Kuppenheimer
GOOD CLOTHES
for Spring give exclusive style, superfine fabrics andSterling value. Styles for men and young men. All sizes and distinctive models. Very good values at
$35 $40 $45

SLAVATA & EPPEL
The Store of Quality and Service

Mrs. Burby Entertains
Mrs. Adeline C. Burby entertained at a dinner party at the Old Mill Restaurant last night.

Beta Theta Pi Dances
The members of Beta Theta Pi will hold their spring dance tonight at the chapter house. Mr. and Mrs. Preston C. Goeltz and Prof. and Mrs. Frederick R. Knight will chaperone.

The music will be by Schaller's orchestra.

Phi Kappa Delta
Phi Kappa Delta will give a dance tonight at their chapter house. Mr. and Mrs. Asa Ford will be the chaperones.

American Legion Party
There will be an American Legion sponsored dance at Varsity tonight. The dance will be by Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Voss.

Iowa Professor Given High Honor
C. C. Scott, head of the department of geology, received an honorary degree from the University of Minnesota at a meeting of the board of regents held last week.

The Academy of Science of Philadelphia is an institution for the advancement of learning in natural science and is the oldest in the Union, having been founded in 1812. It has a large library in its study of Philadelphia and conducts its work through several principal departments--first, the library, the museum, the publications office, and the department of instruction and literature.

The museum is the most important in the world, the collection is the second, and the other for study by specialists, one of whose rooms from great space to small, has been exchanged for its unequalled value.

Of immediate interest, there are over 18,000 specimens, comprising 12,000 mammal, 1,000 birds, 20,000 fish, and 6,000 insect specimens.
Coach Barry's 9-of-92 threw the ball to the plate. Although this crew has had some rough spots to an other conference championship to sec ond or third in any other sport which has the most fo l - Richard McGovney, same line-up as before in yesterday's game. The real test of the men's candidates. The Hawkeye track men are out to add except those who have placed first Laude, Jack Funk, Hector Janse, Rob -

Names and Trade Marks You Should Know

MURPHY TAXI LINE
Special rate given to
Call 1700

DR. J. W. Figg Dentist
12-13 S. Delaware
Phone 273

GEO. E. KURZ
Plumbing, Steam and Gas Fitting
162 E. Main St.
Phone 364

Gifts That Last
J. HANDS and SON
JEWELERS and OPTICIANS
GREEN BUTTON

LUSCOMBE
Maker of Fine Photographs
Have made photographs for students for 10 years -

BOOK and CRAFT SHOP
Gifts of Distinction

HESMITHING
All Work 10e per yard
WE RENT MACHINES AT
SINGER SHOP
105 Iowa Avenue

YELLOW TAXI LINE
DAY and NIGHT SERVICE
235 East College
Phone 25 or 26

RENT A FORD
- DRIVE IT YOURSELF -
Phone 697

A Man's Store Within a Store
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

SPRINGTIME—any day—anywhere—any time—
you'll find Kuppenheimer Good Clothes are an investment in good appearance. Your style—your size—your color is here in a splendid selection of new models.

$40 to $55
DOCTOR CLAIMS DRUG INJECTION RESTORES LIFE

Gland Secretion Has Power to Stimulate Action of Heart

(By United Press)

Chicago, April 30: Medical students have reached a point where it would be dangerous to allow relatives to take the body of an esteemed professor in the opinion of Doctor Mark S. McKenzie, professor of the Chicago Medical Society. Doctor McKenzie said one great possibility in the results of experiments in restoring the dead by Doctor Daniel W. Cole of Chicago and his method, C. W. Cole of Cleveland, The Cole system which involves the injection of the drug known as adrenaline, was brought to the attention of the country Thursday following the making of a paper before the Chicago Medical Society in which Doctor Cole outlined circumstances under which he had raised the dead.

Although pointing out in an interview to the United Press that no one had been by or received compound and that the compound might be so far off as never discovered, McKenzie declared that the latest experiments in medical schools successfully produced greater steps in mankind's constant fight against death, and stimulate the heart.

The process of dying he declared

Every Artist Has A Message To Give To His Audience, If They Do Not Get It

The Real Value Is Lost—Edman

(By Fifth Floor)

"I am sometimes in a way that I am glad to
play to this people all over the count-
y, and if they know what I am try-
ing to tell them through my violin
then they know what you call true
appreciation of music."

If a deal is passed the careful
ook of putting away his violin in its case of green velvet. The great vir-
ualist was just preparing to leave the Majestic Theatre after his new concert
in Corgi Hoppie Townshend night.

Mr. Elman is a very small man,
reacher than he appears to be in the concert stage, for his striking orna-
talent is extraordinary. The power of
his music becomes apparent in his conversation, and he speaks with the most marked foreign accent at a really excellent, and seems to have a wonderful gift for expression.

"What should I care how much my
bystanders know about the history or
the emotions of music if they do not
feel—this is what I shall say to them. Yes
I care how much my listeners will
be able to speak to them through my
violin..."

March Temperature Was Lower Than It Normally Is, According to the figures compiled by John P. Kelly, director of the weather bureau.
Young persons have too little interest in any¬
thing save their own pursuits, and are generally in¬
nocuous. According to A. Cuan Doyle two young persons of tender years discovered five victims in a Yorkshire duel.

When they did it, they did it more reasonably and in the eyes of society. Fantasies are only over¬
descended by the lower order of white dressed upagers such as A. Conan Doyle himself.

CONTEMPORARY OPINION (New York Herald)

A great deal of British society is feeling the aftermath of the war, and the shock is not the way to best way. Recovery is a matter of time. In any case, the war has been a matter of concern to the British people because it has focused the facts of economic problem and raised the problem of the nation. The present is not only, as Prime Saito has so consistently argued, but the war may help Europe to hope for the best. What is most needed in this situation is the ability and the will to keep pace with present conditions.

THE Sounding Board

Those who are alarmed by present day eco¬
nomical and political conditions are those who are unwilling to consider the facts. The present situation is not as bad as it seems. Many people are willing to make money to a great extent.

But if you insist on being pessimistic, you are

Predictor for your benefit a conversation between a friend of ours and a Cow Freeman.

"What lies ahead of the present day?"

"This from the future.

U.S.A."

Good picture! I am one of the world’s greatest visitors. This is a repeater from your future.

Q. Oh, yes.

HOW TO WRITE A COLUMN

We have probably added to the facts that the life of our nation is terrible in more ways than one. Our situation is not as bad as it seems. We are turning everywhere into a society in which the individual is not so important.

In the upmost respects of warning. When we are in a state of fever and fewer there would one day call to each of us to think for himself. To think of the individual. How many people are willing to make money to a great extent.
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Six keen models for men keen on value $25 $35 $45

Illustrated above are six of our choicest models for young men—scores of others are included in this matchless array of smart spring suits and topcaps.

If you're keen for quality, for fine needlework for exclusive style, if you've a keen eye for REAL VALUE for every last dollar you spend, then you'll come to Armstrong's for smart spring suits and topcaps.

Extra trousers with every suit, if you desire! Our buying power makes possible such outstanding values.

FINELY TAILORED TOPCAPS REGULAR "KNOCK-OUTS" FOR SMART STYLE AT $22.50 $35 $45 At $35, $45 the best styles in rare imported and domestic weaves; at $22.50, $35 smart models galore.

Orders now being taken for Spring suits and topcaps. A peculiar assortment of new 2, 3, 4 button sack suits, sport suits, Norfolk, exclusive topcaps—You've never seen more quality and smart styles for $22.50 $35 $45.

SUCH FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN—YOU WON'T SEE THEIR EQUAL AT $20

Extra trousers with every suit, if you desire! Our buying power makes possible such outstanding values.
SCOUTS PRESENT PLAY TONIGHT

Edward and Whitley Direct
Local Scouts' Show

The university will furnish much of the scenery and costumes, accompanying the play, the local scout council furnishing the rest. The play will be held Saturday evening in the university's gymnasium.

Stunt feature of the evening will be the display of the latest stunt work of some of the best stunt men of the country. The stunts are to be performed by the college stunt teams of the university and will be the climax of the evening's entertainment.

Awards will be presented at the end of the program to the best performers of the day. The awards will consist of a large silver trophy for the best performer of the day, a gold medal for the second best performer, and a bronze medal for the third best performer.

The program will be followed by the college dance, which will begin at 10 o'clock.